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Love understanding? 
Love reading.

Dr. Anne Margaret Smith

The more we enjoy something, 
the more we do it.

When we don’t enjoy something, 

or we find difficult,

we avoid it.

enjoy

do it 
moreimprove

I find this 
difficult

I find this 
easy

I don’t
enjoy this

1 2

I enjoy 
this 

3 4

I find this 
difficult

I find this 
easy

I don’t
enjoy this

I enjoy 
this 

Challenges in reading
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Multilingual 
learners

Learners 
with specific 

learning 
differences

Challenges in reading

Learners 
with specific 

learning 
differences

Multilingual 
learners

Challenges in reading

Decoding the words 
Recognising the common words
Understanding the words
Tracking the lines
Understanding the sentences
Remembering what has gone before to 

make sense of the whole

Understanding the intention of the 
writer within the given context

Challenges in reading

Skym ej
förarens sikt.

Challenges in reading

Learners 
with specific 

learning 
differences

Multilingual 
learners

Challenges in reading

Tests of visual discrimination / perception

Tests of phonological awareness 

Tests of reading in L1 / Swedish

Memory tests

Comprehension tests

Identifying the barriers
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Language learning issues 
or processing differences?

Using Cognitive Assessments for 
Multilingual Learners (CAML) 

(KAMEL) to separate the two:

Identifying the barriers

Visual 

memory

Look at the shapes

Wait for:     ?   ?   ?

then show the shapes:
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Look:

practice A1

practice A1

?

practice A1

Answer

Well done!

Now try 2:

Look: 

practice A2
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practice A2

?    ?

practice A2

Answer 

Underpinning 
reading skills

PRACTICE




.

Find these ‘words’ and highlight them in the text:
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PRACTICE




.

Find these ‘words’ and highlight them in the text:
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Find these ‘words’ and highlight them in the text:
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ANSWERS

 

 
 .

Find these ‘words’ and highlight them in the text:

1)  

2)  

3)  

Scanning
To do this task well, we need:

 quick visual processing

 reliable short term visual memory

 good tracking

 sequencing skills

 appropriate study strategies

Interventions
• different coloured paper /

text window / reading ruler

• different fonts / spacing

• common sight-word practice
• specific input on breaking

words into morphemes

enjoy

do it 
moreimprove
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feel 
motivated 

to do it 
more

under-
stand 

the text

enjoy 
reading

Enjoy reading

Enjoy reading
relevant content

Enjoy reading
linked to a hobby

Enjoy reading
support is there

Understand 
the text
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NYPON FÖRLAG

Understand the text
appropriate level

Understand the text
multisensory activity 

Understand the text
multisensory activity 

Understand the text
multisensory activity 

Listen and read

Understand the text
multisensory activity

 Relieve anxiety, boost confidence
 Remove the word-decoding element
Help with word meaning retrieval
 Free up working memory 

 greater capacity for whole-text 
comprehension

 Promote independence 

Understand the text
multisensory activity
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For more detail, read
Košak-Babuder, M., Kormos, J., Ratajczak, M., & 
Pižorn, K. (2018). The effect of read-aloud 
assistance on the text comprehension of dyslexic 
and non-dyslexic English language learners. 
Language Testing, 0265532218756946. 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0265
532218756946

Pre-print version: 
http://eprints.lancs.ac.uk/90124/1/LT_read_aloud
_assistance_final.pdf

Feel 
motivated 

to read more

Maintain motivation

• Keep a record of achievement

• A scrapbook of stories

• A list of books already read

• A list of books to read next

feel 
motivated 

to do it 
more

under-
stand 

the text

enjoy 
reading

Love understanding? 
Love reading.

Dr. Anne Margaret Smith

www.ELT well.co.uk

Questions?

email ams@ELTwell.co.uk

Want to know more?


